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"A reimagining of the origin story of Blackbeard the pirate and his forbidden love affair with a maid in his father's house"-House of PassionBook TwoSafira Press LLC
Celina I make a beeline for the tabloid reporter’s car and slam my fists down hard on the hood. The paparazzi have been
trailing me for weeks . . . and I just snapped. Unfortunately, my angry tirade seems to have the opposite effect of what I
was going for. The jerk is actually grinning at me as he snaps away. What happened to my life? What’s happening to
me? And to make matters worse, my new boss Travis Gallagher is treating me like I’ve caught the plague. Though I
can’t say I’m surprised. I did give him what he was after. So much for sticking to my plan and getting what I want out of
our deal . . . But if he thinks he can get rid of me I won’t go without a fight. I need this job – for Kristen. And nothing will
stop me from achieving my dream of becoming a world-famous designer. Travis Sleeping with Celina was a mistake. But
at least she’s out my system – like all the other women before her. Now I can get back to turning Gallagher’s fortunes
around following the disastrous last show. Wes thinks it’s time to hand the creative reins over to an outsider. Only
problem is that would prove my critics are right about me. Time may be running out to save the company, but there’s no
way in hell I’m stepping down before I’ve had one final shot at proving my naysayers wrong. Staring at the drawings
strewn across my design studio, all I see are portraits of her face. How long has it been since I was last here? A year? I
pick up a drawing pencil. It feels oddly unfamiliar in my hand. I’m afraid of what might come out of me. Another picture of
her? All I know is if I can’t figure out the sh*t going on inside my head, Gallagher is finished . . .
Presents the life of Guy Fawkes, with emphasis on his involvement in the Gunpowder Plot, an attempt to blow up the
British Houses of Parliament during the reign of James the first.
Travis Who is she? The mysterious model from last night? The tabloids call her the only bright spot from my show. As a
fashion designer, I used to live for The House of Gallagher's shows. But these days the trade press only seem interested
in slamming my new collections. Last night wasn't any different, until she showed. If the hype is to be believed, she's set
to take the New York fashion scene by storm. The second I saw her coming down the runway, I knew I had to have her.
But first, I'll have to find her. Celina I should have called in sick and avoided the office today. Then, my best friend Nicole
wouldn't go on and on about how I've taken social media by storm. I had temporary brain damage when I agreed to take
the place of one of the models at the launch of Gallagher's new collection. Coerced is more accurate. My manager
threatened to ensure I'd never work in the fashion industry again if I refused. It's a miracle I didn't hurl during my walk of
shame. This is so not what I had in mind when I started my internship at Gallagher six months ago. Being a world-famous
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model was Kristen's dream. Not mine. I just hope I'm not getting fired over this. Will Celina lose her internship, or will she
become the next big sensation? Will Travis Gallagher find out that the mysterious model he so desires, already works for
him? Find out now in "House of Passion - Book One", Tasha Fawkes latest steamy boss romance.
Fire-breathing dragons, beautiful mermaids, majestic unicorns, terrifying three-headed dogs—these fantastic creatures
have long excited our imagination. Medieval authors placed them in the borders of manuscripts as markers of the
boundaries of our understanding. Tales from around the world place these beasts in deserts, deep woods, remote
islands, ocean depths, and alternate universes—just out of our reach. And in the sections on the apocalypse in the Bible,
they proliferate as the end of time approaches, with horses with heads like lions, dragons, and serpents signaling the
destruction of the world. Legends tell us that imaginary animals belong to a primordial time, before everything in the world
had names, categories, and conceptual frameworks. In this book, Boria Sax digs into the stories of these fabulous
beasts. He shows how, despite their liminal role, imaginary animals like griffins, dog-men, yetis, and more are socially
constructed creatures, created through the same complex play of sensuality and imagination as real ones. Tracing the
history of imaginary animals from Paleolithic art to their roles in stories such as Harry Potter and even the advent of
robotic pets, he reveals that these extraordinary figures help us psychologically—as monsters, they give form to our
amorphous fears, while as creatures of wonder, they embody our hopes. Their greatest service, Sax concludes, is to
continually challenge our imaginations, directing us beyond the limitations of conventional beliefs and expectations.
Featuring over 230 illustrations of a veritable menagerie of fantastical and unreal beasts, Imaginary Animals is a feast for
the eyes and the imagination.
Clarkson is back with a brand new book of hilarious stories and observations about our gone-wrong world. ___________
In November 2016 we woke up to the news that the forthright presenter of a popular television programme had become
the most powerful man on the planet. His name, sadly, was not Jeremy Clarkson, but we might not have been any more
surprised if it had been. Because the world seems to have taken a decidedly odd turn since Jeremy last reflected on the
state of things between the covers of a book. But who better than JC to help us navigate our way through the mess? And
while he's being trying to make sense of it all he's discovered one or two things along the way, including - The disabling
effects of being vegan - How Blackpool might be improved by drilling a hole through it - The problem with meditation - A
perfect location for rebuilding Palmyra - Why Tom Cruise can worship lizards if he wants to It's all been a bit unsettling.
But don't worry. If You'd Just Let Me Finish is Clarkson at his best. He may be as bemused, exasperated, amused and
surprised as the rest of us, but in a world gone crazy, thank God someone has still got his head screwed on ... Praise for
Clarkson: 'Brilliant...laugh-out-loud' - Daily Telegraph 'Outrageously funny...will have you in stiches' - Time Out 'Very
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funny...I cracked up laughing on the tube' - Evening Standard
Had you said "What a guy!" in 17th-century England, anyone would have understood you were admiring a flaming effigy
of Guy Fawkes of the Gunpowder Treason Plot. How times have changed! In America and, indeed, most of the Englishspeaking world, "guy" is so embedded in daily speech that we scarcely notice how odd it truly is: a singular "guy"
referring to males only, a plural "guys" encompassing the entire human race. The journey from England's greatest villain
to America's favorite second-person plural pronoun offers a story rich with surprising and unprecedented turns. Through
his trademark breezy, highly readable style, acclaimed writer Allan Metcalf takes us deep into this history, uncovering the
intrigue, murderous plots, and torture out of which the word emerged in 1605. From there, it's a thrilling run through 17thcentury England, bloody religious controversies, and across the Atlantic to America, where the word took on a life of its
own, exploding into popular culture and day-to-day conversation. From the disappearance of thou, to George Washington
and the American Revolution, to the modern revival of Guy Fawkes in V for Vendetta, Metcalf explores the improbable
history of a simple word so indispensable to our daily lives, and that evokes deep insights into the evolution of English
itself.
Super organizer Ellie Avery could really use some Christmas cheer when Gabrielle Matheson, a grinchy professional
rival, sets up shop in the same small Georgia town. But before the halls are even halfway decked with holly, someone
uses Ellie's terrifically tasteless white elephant swap gift as. . .a murder weapon! Ellie's now a suspect. Besides playing
Mrs. Santa for her Air Force pilot husband and their two kids, shielding her eyes from the garishly over-decorated house
down the street, and helping a client who's a hardcore hoarder, Ellie also has to solve this ho-ho-homicide. . .and find a
killer who wishes her a very deadly Christmas. Don't miss Ellie Avery's great tips for a relaxed and stress-free holiday
season! "Sara Rosett's Ellie Avery series is a winner. Rosett always delivers a terrific mystery with believable characters
and lots of heart. The insider look at the life of a military spouse makes this series a fascinating read. I look forward to
each new book." --Denise Swanson, New York Times bestselling author of the Scumble River and Devereaux's Dime
mystery series. "Sara Rosett once again presents readers with intriguing characters, a strong setting, more than a dash
of humor and a suspenseful plot that ably keeps us guessing until the end. No mean achievement! Yet, what places her
sleuth, Air Force wife Ellie Avery, at the top of my list are the poignant descriptions of what military families face every
day, bringing an essential reminder of their sacrifices to us all, especially at this time of year." --Katherine Hall Page,
Agatha Award-winning author of The Body in the Boudoir Praise for Sara Rosett's Ellie Avery Mysteries "Some cozies
just hit on all cylinders, and Rosett's Ellie Avery titles are among the best." --Library Journal "Charm, Southern sass, and
suspense abound. . .delightful." --Fresh Fiction "Intriguing characters, a dash of humor, and a suspenseful plot that keeps
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us guessing until the end." --Katherine Hall Pag
This book presents the most interesting talks given at ISSE 2012 - the forum for the inter-disciplinary discussion of how to
adequately secure electronic business processes. The topics include: - Information Security Strategy; Enterprise and
Cloud Computing Security - Security and Privacy Impact of Green Energy; Human Factors of IT Security - Solutions for
Mobile Applications; Identity & Access Management - Trustworthy Infrastructures; Separation & Isolation - EU Digital
Agenda; Cyber Security: Hackers & Threats Adequate information security is one of the basic requirements of all
electronic business processes. It is crucial for effective solutions that the possibilities offered by security technology can
be integrated with the commercial requirements of the applications. The reader may expect state-of-the-art: best papers
of the Conference ISSE 2012. Content Information Security Strategy - Enterprise and Cloud Computing Security Security and Privacy - Impact of Green Energy - Human Factors of IT Security - Solutions for Mobile Applications Identity & Access Management - Trustworthy Infrastructures - Separation & Isolation - EU Digital Agenda - Cyber
Security - Hackers & Threats Target Group Developers of Electronic Business Processes IT Managers IT Security
Experts Researchers The Editors Norbert Pohlmann: Professor for Distributed System and Information Security at
Westfälische Hochschule Gelsenkirchen Helmut Reimer: Senior Consultant, TeleTrusT Wolfgang Schneider: Senior
Adviser, Fraunhofer Institute SIT
Guy Fawkes, born in York in 1570, is one of the key figures in British history, taking a central role in a plot that would
have destroyed the ruling class and changed the nation forever. Today protesters wear his mask, families burn his effigy,
and he is an instantly recognizable name and face. But just who was the real Guy Fawkes? In this new book, we take an
exciting look at the flesh and blood person behind the myth. We find out what radicalized the man who was born a
Protestant, and yet planned mass murder for the Catholic cause. The book takes a fresh look at Guy's early life in York
and beyond, and examines how that led to him becoming a Catholic mercenary and a key member of the 1605
Gunpowder treason.This fresh new biography of Guy's life removes the layers of complexity that can cloud the British
history of this time: an era when fearful Catholics hid in tiny priest holes, government spies were everywhere, and even
your closest friends could send you to be hung, drawn and quartered. Guy and his conspirators were prepared to risk
everything and endanger everyone, but were they fanatics, freedom fighters, or fools? This explosive read, accompanied
with beautiful illustrations, is accessible and engaging, combining contemporary accounts with modern analysis to reveal
new motivations behind Guy's actions.
There was a real plot we shall have to judge for ourselves as the tense story unfolds; but it is not to be wondered at that
Englishmen felt a shock of horror and of relief from catastrophe on November 5, 1605, or that we still celebrate the
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deliverance. Men, who were themselves good, in the sense that they were filled with religious zeal, had certainly planned
one of the most evil deeds in history. They had planned murder on a mass scale; murder of King and Lords. The aim of
this book is to take a familiar event in history and examine the cause and effect so that it no longer stands isolated from
its background.
As a young servant to Catholic conspirator and would-be assassin Guy Fawkes, you'll witness the secretive planning and thwarted
execution of the infamous Gunpowder Plot of 1605 at first-hand. Plunge into a morally-murky world of political intrigue, persecution
and religious extremism not so very far away from our own... This title in the best-selling children’s history series, You Wouldn't
Want To…, features full-colour illustrations which combine humour and accurate technical detail and a narrative approach placing
readers at the centre of the history, encouraging them to become emotionally-involved with the characters and aiding their
understanding of what life would have been like as Guy Fawkes. Informative captions, a complete glossary and an index make this
title an ideal introduction to the conventions of information books for young readers. It is an ideal text for Key Stage 2 shared and
guided reading and helps achieve the goals of the Scottish Standard Curriculum 5-14.
This is the story of what happened to make the 5th of November become so famous in English history. Remember, remember!
The 5th of November, The Gunpowder treason and plot; There is no reason Why the Gunpowder treason Should ever be forgot!
This short story is about Catholic conspirator Guy Fawkes, who was part of the infamous Gunpowder Plot of 1605. It explains the
origins of the English 5th of November celebrations with humorous cartoon-style illustrations to bring the story alive.
Bonfire Night, observed annually to memorialize the Gunpowder Plot, is one of England's most festive occasions. Why has the
memory of this act of treason and terrorism persisted for 400 years? Sharpe unravels the web of religion and politics that gave rise
to the plot, and wittily shows how celebration of that night has changed over the centuries.
Energy risk has reappeared on the corporate and social agenda with a bang and the complexity of the issues has increased manyfold since the days of the last great wave of concern following the oil crises of the 1970s. Steven Fawkes’ Energy Efficiency is a
comprehensive guide for managers and policy-makers to the fundamental questions underpinning energy-efficiency and our
responses to it: • what do we really mean by energy efficiency? • what is the potential (in different dimensions)? • why it is
important? • what management processes lead to optimisation of energy efficiency? • what technologies are useful for improving
energy efficiency? • what policies can be used to promote energy efficiency? • how can energy efficiency be financed? • how can
energy suppliers engage with energy efficiency? The result is the most comprehensive review to-date of the barriers and
opportunities associated with improving energy efficiency. Clearly written and erudite, Steven Fawkes addresses every aspect of
energy efficiency, including the huge and vitally important untapped potential offered by effective energy management and the
application of existing technology. He also identifies barriers, such as the rebound effect and how they can be mitigated and he
provides a comprehensive review of innovative energy efficiency financing options. This book is a ‘must read’ for anyone with an
interest in energy supply and demand reduction.
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The four books comprising this novel, each covering a decade in South Africa's history, are interlinked with the developing stories
of its characters. The book tells the real story of who saved South Africa from itself in the final turbulent decades of the last
century, revealing Rupertheimer, the political mover and shaker behind the scenes who secretly and single-handedly steered his
country to an embryonic democracy. Picturesque and provocative, brash and funny, this book does for South Africa what
"Catch-22 did for World War II.
* * * Get the complete set for nearly 30% off the cost of buying them individually! * * * All three volumes of Kim Richardson’s
bestselling Divided Realms trilogy are finally available together! "There's romance, adventure, action and a really neat world that
felt cohesive. I think fans of "Throne of Glass" might really enjoy this one..." - The Reader's Hollow “Five (HUGE) Boundless Stars.
Intensity drips from every page in Blood Magic. It made me anxious, with life and death decisions at every corner…The magic has
yet faded in this series.” -- Boundless Book Reviews Book 1: Steel Maiden A stolen crown. A handsome prince. A giant disaster.
Since childhood, Elena has lived inside the walls of the Pit, the filthy shantytown where the poor are forced to live out their lives as
trash. But when she steals the Anglian crown, everything changes. As punishment, Elena is forced to become the High priest’s
champion in The Great Race. Catapulted into the bloodiest race in all the realms, she is forced to compete with a man she hates
while she develops a growing passion for another. Along the way she must battle deadly creatures and demons, all the while
struggling to understand her special skills and her mysterious healing powers that she must keep secret. But when Elena
discovers the truth behind the race, can she stop the ancient, wicked evil that threatens all living things before it's too late? Book 2:
Witch Queen Elena survived the great race and the clutches of the high priests, but at a cost. The Heart of Arcania, the most
powerful magical stone in the land is now in the hands of the wicked priests. But worse—Jon is captured. The black blight is a scar
on the world, infecting everything with its black magic, festering until no living thing can endure, and Elena might be the only key to
stopping it. She quickly finds herself thrust into a mystery that could shake her world apart…and potentially unleash a greater evil.
Book 3: Blood Magic Elena survived the witch king's clutches and the deadly witch trials to return to Gray Haven. Yet, she is far
from her heart's desire—to save the man she loves. As she and her daring companions take one last quest into enemy territory to
save Jon, Elena will face hardships she's never imagined. Meanwhile, as rumors of monstrous forces gather on the horizon, an
unspeakable tragedy shatters Elena's world. A darkness grows in Elena's soul, caused by the awakening of the black magic within
her and soon finds herself on a deadly path, at risk of becoming exactly the kind of monster she is trying to kill. But if Elena can't
find the strength to fight not only the darkness inside her, but the evil about to be unleashed, it could mean the end of everything.
Braden Proving I’m the right man to lead Steele Ventures is all I care about. Then Isabella came into my life. For a comedian, she’s got
pretty bad timing. Let’s just say I’m dealing with a lot in my life right now. A hostile board that’s baying for my blood. A father who seems
intent on undermining my every move. And a supermodel ex who refuses to accept that it’s over between us. Oh, and there’s one more
thing. Isabella is the niece of Irvine Gray—the CEO of Gray Industries who came within a whisper of destroying my corporate career. Isabella
doesn’t belong in my world, and announcing to my family that we’re dating will just be adding fuel to the fire. Walking away is the smart
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decision. But it’s not that simple. Not when Isabella is the only thing that seems to make sense any more. And with this firestorm raging
around me, all that matters is figuring out a way to be with her. Isabella Braden Steele is the billionaire CEO who laughs at all my jokes. Even
the corny ones. And after we slept together I figured he wouldn’t call. Which is fine with me. Really. I knew what I was getting myself into.
I’m a big girl, and I have no intention of drowning in a puddle of my own tears. But then he went and asked me to meet his family. But wait . .
. it gets better. I scored myself an invite to join his family for a weekend in The Hamptons. Something about this perfect picture isn’t right. It’s
not the way my life works. Now I’m waiting for the punch line, because when you’ve been the butt of life’s jokes as many times as I have,
you don’t get to believe in fairy tales.
Gifted power over life and death, Lysandros has spent millennia in the underworld, listless and alone. The youngest child of Hades and
Persephone, he's been sheltered from the threats in the world above.Theo Ward hasn't been so lucky. After watching his mother wither away,
he'd do almost anything to have her back. When a messenger appears at the Banneker College of Magic and offers the young professor a
chance to save her, Theo can't pass it up, even if it means going straight into the underworld and dragging her home. But Theo gets more
than he bargained for when he crosses paths with the prince of Hades.Set against the king of Olympus, they must shed their past burdens
and learn to trust in each other, so they can face down a storm that threatens to wipe the nation's capital off the map.
As One Soul followed eighteen people from birth until death, showcasing their common joys and pains as well as their unique experiences,
One Line follows eighteen families through four centuries, showing how traditions, ethics, and prejudices are handed down from generation to
generation. Some families will interact, some will join together, some will remain alone. Some will persist, and some will die out.
Death isn’t a big deal in the virtual world of online gaming, but after poking her nose where it doesn’t belong, Dakota Marx finds herself
running for her life?and reality doesn’t come with a respawn. At twenty-two, she’s still slinging coffee at an Amazon Cafe despite having a
degree in programming. It’s not because she’s unlucky, unmotivated, or even that she fancies herself an underground activist crusading
against evil corporations… hunting for a ‘real’ job would take time away from her game. Axillon99 is the world’s most popular multiplayer
online experience, with a universe containing billions of planets to explore. Ever since video games broke the screen barrier, plunging players
fully into their characters, reality just can’t compete. Cognition Systems International announces a ten million dollar prize to celebrate the
release of the next generation Neurona 4 interface helmet. After her crew decides to try chasing the money, Dakota discovers a sinister intent
behind the new technology. Going public threatens the lives of her friends, but keeping CSI’s secret could destroy the very fabric of society.
Guy Fawkes is amongst the most celebrated figures in English history and Bonfire Night is a remarkably long lived and very English tradition.
But why is it that in a modern, multicultural society people still turn out every November to commemorate a planned act of treason and
terrorism which was defeated four hundred years ago? Had the Gunpowder Plot succeeded and the Catholics managed to blow up the king,
the royal family and Parliament, English history would have been shaped by a terrorist act of unprecedented proportions, shattering in terms
of both the damage inflicted and its propaganda value. James Sharpe examines the fateful night of 5 November 1605 and the tangled web of
religion and politics which gave rise to the plot. He uncovers how celebration of the event, and of Guy Fawkes, the one gunpowder plotter
everyone remembers, has changed over the centuries. Today, although most of the religious connotations have long been ignored, the
bonfires remain. The festival created in 1605 by the state and church to commemorate a failed act of Catholic terrorism, now provides an
annual raison d'être for the firework industry and an annual source of concern for Britain's cat owners. Every year the crowds gather, the
bonfires are lit and the firework displays dazzle again. Interestingly however, the tradition is fast changing and reverting to the pre-Gunpowder
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Plot festival (now much Americanised) of Halloween.
A children's song inspires a love of Greek mythology in a young girl. A young woman finds a career in archeology and illustration. A young
mother sees her daughter become a woman, as her own mother's memories are lost. Persephone's Garden is a deeply personal story and an
inventive study of girlhood, womanhood and motherhood, through memory, history and mythology.

A new original graphic novel from the Eisner-nominated cartoonist of One Soul! This ground-breaking new book looks at
the lives and relationships of 24 individuals in a way only the medium of sequential art could. Relationships change,
grow, and end, but the one thing that always remains is the people inside who define both ourselves and our liaisons.
Witch Queen by bestselling author Kim Richardson is a rich YA fantasy perfect for fans of Throne of Glass, Graceling and
The Girl of Fire and Thorns. ELENA SURVIVED THE GREAT RACE and the clutches of the high priests, but at a cost.
The Heart of Arcania, the most powerful magical stone in the land is now in the hands of the wicked priests. But
worse—Jon is captured. The black blight is a scar on the world, infecting everything with its black magic, festering until no
living thing can endure, and Elena might be the only key to stopping it. She quickly finds herself thrust into a mystery that
could shake her world apart…and potentially unleash a greater evil.
Braden Steele wasn't supposed to find me. A billionaire CEO doesn't belong in my world. Is this fate? Or is he a worldclass stalker? Maybe he thinks, just because we had a near-death experience together, that it meant something? That
being trapped together in an elevator, is a sign from the universe? I don't care what he thinks. He's screwing up my
routine. And that's where I draw the line. Comedy is all I got. I worked hard to erase the horrors of my past and no
billionaire stalker is going to ruin that. After Braden Steele survives an elevator accident trapped with Isabella, a young
hopeful comedian, he can't get her out of his mind. He realises that is a distraction a CEO can't afford, yet, he MUST see
her again . . . even if he has to visit every comedy club in town to find her.Don't miss His Desire, the latest steamy series
from Tasha Fawkes.
“Fawkes is the perfect mix of history and magic.” —Cynthia Hand, New York Times bestselling author of My Lady Jane
Thomas Fawkes is turning to stone, and the only cure to the Stone Plague is to join his father’s plot to assassinate the
king of England. Silent wars leave the most carnage. The wars that are never declared but are carried out in dark alleys
with masks and hidden knives. Wars where color power alters the natural rhythm of 17th-century London. And when the
king calls for peace, no one listens until he finally calls for death. But what if death finds him first? Keepers think the
Igniters caused the plague. Igniters think the Keepers did it. But all Thomas knows is that the Stone Plague infecting his
eye is spreading. And if he doesn’t do something soon, he’ll be a lifeless statue. So when his Keeper father, Guy
Fawkes, invites him to join the Gunpowder Plot—claiming it will put an end to the plague—Thomas is in. The plan: use 36
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barrels of gunpowder to blow up the Igniter King. The problem: Doing so will destroy the family of the girl Thomas loves.
But backing out of the plot will send his father and the other plotters to the gallows. To save one, Thomas will lose the
other. No matter Thomas’s choice, one thing is clear: once the decision is made and the color masks have been put on,
there’s no turning back. “I was up late in the night reading, waiting to get to the fifth of November to see how the plot
would actually unfold, and it did not disappoint. An imaginative, colorful tale about choosing for yourself between what’s
right and what others insist is the truth.” —Cynthia Hand, New York Times bestselling author of My Lady Jane “Hold on to
your heart as this slow-burning adventure quickly escalates into an explosion of magic, love, and the truth about loyalty.”
—Mary Weber, bestselling author of the Storm Siren Trilogy “Fawkes is a tale full of spiritual depth, tragedy, and hope. A
beautifully written allegory for the magic of faith, with an achingly relatable hero who pulls you into his world heart and
soul. A must-read for all fantasy fans!” —Lorie Langdon, author of Olivia Twist “A brilliant book that fulfills every
expectation. Brandes turns seventeenth century London into a magical place. I was captivated by the allegory of her
magic system and how she blended that fantasy with history. I highly recommend this gripping and beautifully crafted
book to all. It will leave you both entertained and pondering matters raised in the storyline long after you’ve finished
reading.” —Jill Williamson, Christy Award-winning author of By Darkness Hid and Captives “A magical retelling of the
seventeenth century’s famous Gunpowder Plot that will sweep you back in time—to a divided England where plagues can
turn you to stone and magic has a voice. Deft and clever, Fawkes is a vibrant story about the search for truth and issues
relevant to us, still, today.” —Tosca Lee, New York Times bestselling author
From visionary cartoonist Ray Fawkes comes one of the most original and thought-provoking graphic novels of all-time! A
unique and poetic narrative, One Soul takes the experiences of 18 individuals and weaves them into the spiritual journey
of a lifetime. Gracefully flowing from character to character, moment to moment, Fawkes has crafted a stunning mosaic
that takes advantage of the medium of sequential art in a way few creators dare.
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